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The process of solid phase epitaxy (SPE) in semiconductor materials is one which has
been intensively researched due to possible applications in the semiconductor industry. SPE
is a solid phase transformation, in which an amorphous layer can be recrystallized either
through heating or a combination of heating and ion bombardment. The transformation is
believed to occur exclusively at the interface between the amorphous and crystalline layers,
with individual atoms from the amorphous phase being incorporated into the crystalline
phase by some point defect mechanism. The process has been observed to follow an Arrhenius
temperature dependence,

P

v = voexp{-^}, (1)

where v is the velocity of the moving interface, Ea is a material specific activation energy,
often associated with the creation or migration of the defect responsible for the recrystal-
lization, and vo is a constant prefactor. Accepted values of these for silicon are found in
the comprehensive review of Olson and Roth, where Ea is empirically determined to be
2.7 ± 0.02ey and v0 is cited as 4.64 x 108cm.s"1 [1]. SPE has been observed to proceed lat-
erally, if constrained to the plane of the crystal template on which growth occurs. To date,
measurements of lateral SPE have involved crystallization radially, outward from a region of
seed crystal. Lateral confinement has been shown to effect the SPE rate in a manner which
is dependent on the direction of the growth. Yamamoto, Ishiwara and Furukawa observe
that lateral growth in the [Oil] direction proceeds at a constant rate, while growth in the
[010] direction proceeds initially at a faster rate, and then declines to the constant, direction
independent rate. [2].

The prescence of dopants and impurities has been found to influence the rate of SPE.
Specifically, amounts of both p and n-type dopants enhance the rate, while equal amounts
of both return the rate to the intrinsic rate. This suggests that a modification of the Fermi
level is, in this case important to the defect mechanism responsible for SPE. The prescence
of non-dopant impurities has been found in general to retard the SPE rate. Exceptions to
this are the metals which are fast diffusers in silicon. Gold for example has been found to
enhance the SPE rate by as much as 50 times. In an interesting experiment, Jacobson, Poate
and Olson monitored the effect of implanted gold in a recrystallizing silicon amorphous layer
[3]. They found that the gold is zone refined in the amorphous layer, providing greater
enhancement to the rate as its concentration in the layer increases. This process ceases
when the concentration of the gold surpasses the solubility level of gold in silicon, at which
stage the rate is severely retarded, and the gold is precipitated at the interface. Elliman,
Gibson, Jacobson, Poate and Williams [4] report similar findings with both gold and copper
implanted amorphous silicon layers, observing the precipitation of these elements with TEM.

The experiment being performed is designed to incorporate lateral SPE and zone refine-
ment of fast diffusing metals in the amorphous layer during annealing to create wire like
structures with lateral dimensions in the nanometre regime, and heights of some microns.
As shown in Fig. 1 a silicon wafer is subjected to a multi-energy silicon implant through
a fine nickel grid to amorphize regions to a depth of 5/Lim creating an array of amorphous
wells with diameters of around 1 — 2fxm. Metal impurity atoms are then implanted in the
amorphous regions at an energy of 500/ceV with a dose of 5 x 1014cra~2 calculated from
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Figure 1: The Process of Creating a Quantum Wire. The nickel grid used as a mask contains
an array of openings of about 1/ira in diameter.

the volume of the intended wire. Annealing then occurs at around 600°C, shrinking the
amorphous wells and pushing the metal atoms into the core.

The implantations were conducted using the ion implanter at the Electronic Materials
Engineering laboratory at ANU. All implants were performed at liquid nitrogen temperatures
to prevent thermal shifting of the nickel grids, and a subsequent widening of the wells.
Samples were examined in an optical microscope with a Nomarski attachment to check for
the amorphous regions. The amorphous silicon wells appear as little hillocks due to the fact
that amorphous silicon is less dense than crystalline silicon and hence some swelling occurs.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 2 which is a photograph of a x40 magnification of the
array of implanted regions. The period of the hillock structure is 12.5^m. It is clear from
this that due to the implantations there exists a regular array of swollen regions in the silicon
wafer, corresponding to expectations. Expectations were again confirmed through the use of
the Alphastep profiler at RMIT which uses a fine diamond stylus to map the surface features
of a sample. This provided the information that the burgeoning wells were about 2fxm wide
and rose about 0.01/̂ m above the silicon substrate as can be seen from Fig. 3.

Samples were preannealed at 480°C to relax the interface between amorphous and crys-
talline regions, and then annealed at around 600°C for about Ibmins. Anneals were mon-
itored using the time resolved reflectivity system at Melbourne University. Although the
laser spot size was much larger than individual wells and the interface was moving, unusu-
ally, perpendicular to the incoming beam, the averaged signal was able to be interpreted
to the degree that an asymptotic trend could be discerned. This trend existed at all the
anneal temperatures used, with higher temperatures resulting in a contracted time scale.
The asymptotic behaviour is interpreted as a completion of the recrystallization and precip-



itation process, or an attainment of equilibrium of the system some way from the ideal. At
this stage, the exact composition and structure of the wires has yet to be determined, and
it is possible that a gold and silicon compound is obtained, with the surrounding recrystal-
lized silicon containing many defect structures. However, recently acquired RBS data looks
promising and TEM is scheduled to be performed. Both these techniques seem capable of
augmenting our present knowledge of the process which occurs during the annealing and the
structures which are obtained.

Figure 2: Photograph of Amorphous Wells. The period for the swollen regions is 12.5/zm.
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Figure 3: Alphastep Profile of Amorphous Wells
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